
Creating a System Tailor-Made for You
The MEX Engineering Team

The MEX Engineering Team can customise 
MEX to behave exactly the way you want it 
to and tailor your system to suit your needs.

Customisation Made Easy

Creating custom reports and system modi�cations by request is 
something we have done for a while now, and is a credit to the 
�exibility of the MEX system.

For this process, a job is ordered, the customer is consulted and then 
we go away and customise the job as speci�ed. On delivery, if the 
result is not as expected, another consultation is carried out and we 
go away again. 

Here at MEX we understand our customers and know that time is a 
precious element when it comes to maintenance. 

MEX has the capacity to report on all 
information that has been entered into 
the system. Outside of the 230+ existing 
reports in MEX, our customers regularly 
request for customised reports. With 
their extensive expertise in SQL, the MEX  
Engineering team can modify existing 
reports,  create brand new reports and 
Dashboard KPIs and even merge reports.

MEX has inbuilt import functionality that 
allows our users to import a speci�c set 
of data. Outside of that our Engineering 
team can pretty much import anything 
into MEX. The main ones we carry out are 
Assets and large sets on inventory data. 
You name it we can import it. We can also 
set up advanced exports out of MEX 
and into the system of your choosing.

MEX Engineering can integrate any 
system with MEX. The most frequent 
integrations that we are asked to do are 
with Financial Packages (SAP, Dynamics, 
MYOB), Readings (SCADA, Visionlink, 
Citec) & Requests. We can also modify 
existing forms, listings & entire modules 
to suit your maintenance practices. Even 
start from scratch & build a new module.
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What can we do?



OTHER INTEGRATIONS

 

STANDARD REPORTS
Our Engineering team can modify existing reports, 
create new Reports or KPIs or even merge reports.  

The cost for a standard custom report is $1,600 + GST.

ADVANCED REPORTS
For those custom reports that are more advanced 

further work needs to be put into them. 
The cost for an advanced report is $3,300 + GST

DATA IMPORTS
Outside of the standard inbuilt import functionality 

in MEX, our Engineering team can pretty much 
import anything. The standard cost is $2,000 + GST.

MEX Engineering can integrate any system with MEX. 
The cost for an Integration depends on the 

complexity of the work so is Priced on Application.

FINANCIAL INTEGRATIONS
MEX is frequently integrated with Financial Packages 
including MYOB, Xero and Quickbooks. The cost for a 

Financial Integration starts at $3,000 + GST.   

CUSTOM SYSTEMS
We can also modify existing forms, listing and entire 

modules to suit your maintenance practices. 
Any customisation is Price on Application. 


